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Introduction

Current anticancer immunotherapeutic strategies encompass 
those aiming to manipulate T cell receptor signaling and include 
the infusion of agonistic antibodies to the T-cell co-stimulatory 
molecule tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor superfamily mem-
ber 9 (TNFRSF9), best known as 4-1BB.1-4 Activation of 4-1BB 
signaling has demonstrated immunotherapeutic benefit in the 
treatment of a variety of cancer types and a humanized agonistic 
anti-4-1BB antibody is currently undergoing evaluation in clinical 
trials.5 While evidence supports a principal role for CD8+ T cells in 
the cancer inhibitory effects mediated by 4-1BB-directed immu-
notherapy, much remains obscure regarding the precise mecha-
nisms underlying the CD8+ T cell tumor immunity occurring 
downstream of 4-1BB ligation.3,6-8 Gaining further insight into 
these immunologic manifestations will foster the optimization of 
4-1BB-directed cancer treatment regimens, as well as promote the 
development of novel immunotherapeutic modalities in the future.

4-1BB signaling in T cells is initiated by the recruitment of 
TNF receptor-associated factors 1 and 2, (TRAF1 and TRAF2, 
respectively) with the subsequent activation of the downstream 
signaling cascade, including the oncogenic NF-κB (Rel) tran-
scription factors, and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) 
family members ERK, JNK, and p38 MAPK.9 While NF-κB 
activity leads to increased expression of the anti-apoptotic BCL2-
related proteins Bfl-1 (Bcl2A1) and Bcl-X

L
 (Bcl2L1), ERK 

promotes degradation of the pro-apoptotic regulatory protein 
Bim, thereby culminating in increased T-cell survival.10,11 More 
recently, a connection between 4-1BB signaling and the T-cell 
master transcription factor eomesodermin (Eomes) has been 
inferred from observations of high expression levels of Eomes in 
KLRG1hi CD4+ and CD8+ tumor-infiltrating T cells after 4-1BB 
agonist antibody therapy in a mouse melanoma model.12

Eomes and T-bet (Tbx21), both members of the T-box family 
of transcription factors, have been implicated as critical deter-
minants of effector cell activity and memory cell specification 
among CD8+ T cells responding to various acute infectious 
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cD8+ T cells in progressing tumors frequently fail to mount an effective antitumor response often in association with 
the expression of inhibitory receptors, including programmed cell death-1 (PD-1) and lymphocyte-activation gene 3 
(lag3). Using a lymphoma tumor model, we demonstrate that tumor-infiltrating cD8+ T cells from growing tumors co-
express inhibitory receptors and co-stimulatory receptors, including 4-1BB (TnFrsF9) as well as high levels of 2 transcrip-
tion factors, eomesodermin (eomes) and T-bet (Tbx21), critical determinants of cD8+ T cell fate. immunotherapy with an 
agonistic anti-4–1-BB antibody altered the ratio of eomes to T-bet expression in tumor-infiltrating cD8+ T cells by increas-
ing eomes and decreasing T-bet expression. 4-1BB-agonist immunotherapy was also associated with downregulated 
expression of the inhibitory receptors PD-1 and lag3 on tumor-infiltrating cD8+ T cells, a molecular phenotype associ-
ated with subsequent attenuation of tumor growth. Furthermore, 4-1BB-agonist immunotherapy failed to effect tumor 
progression in mice with eomes deficient T cells. however, upon resumption of tumor growth, tumor-infiltrating cD8+ 
T cells from treated animals continued to express high levels of eomes as well as elevated levels of the inhibitory recep-
tors PD-1 and lag3. Our data suggest that tumor-infiltrating cD8+ T cells are poised between activation and inhibition as 
dictated by expression of both co-stimulatory receptors and inhibitory receptors and demonstrate that T cell expression 
of eomes is necessary, but not sufficient, for efficacious 4-1BB-agonist-mediated immunotherapy.
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challenges.13-15 Eomes and T-bet also appear to play a role in 
modulating T cell differentiation occurring during immunologi-
cal responses to chronic viral infection. In support, 2 disparate 

subsets of CD8+ T cells marked by distinct expression patterns 
of T-bet and Eomes were found to be necessary for efficacious 
containment of chronic viral infection.16 These findings led us 
to wonder whether tumor-infiltrating CD8+ T cells occurring 
during tumor progression and 4-1BB-mediated tumor regression 
could be similarly divided into functionally unique subsets on 
the basis of differential Eomes and T-bet expression.

To address how the expression of Eomes and T-bet expression 
contributes to the immunologic activities of tumor-infiltrating 
CD8+ T cells, either untreated developing tumors and those 
responding to anti-4-1BB agonist antibody (α4-1BB) therapy, we 
interrogated a mouse model of thymic lymphoblastic malignancy 
in the setting of deficiency in Eomes, T-bet, or both. We found 
that α4-1BB-antibody therapy increased expression of Eomes and 
decreased expression of T-bet in tumor-infiltrating CD8+ T cells. 
We further observed that α4-1BB immunotherapy was associated 
with a decrease in T cell expression of the inhibitory receptors 
programmed cell death-1 (PD-1) and lymphocyte-activation gene 
3 (Lag3) and, α4-1BB antibody-mediated antitumor immunity 
was ineffective in mice harboring T cells lacking Eomes. Our 
findings substantiate those of the recently published mouse mel-
anoma study12 providing solid evidence for the α4-1BB immu-
notherapy-mediated elicitation of Eomes expressing T cells with 
distinct antitumor immunologic properties. We further extend 
these findings by elucidating a correlation between the down-
regulation of the inhibitory receptors PD-1 and Lag3 on tumor-
infiltrating CD8+ T cells and beneficial therapeutic response to 
α4-1BB antibody treatment.

Results

Tumor infiltrating CD8+ CD44hi T cells co-express Eomes 
and T-bet concurrently with select inhibitory and co-stimula-
tory receptors

CD8+ tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) and CD8+ 
T cells responding to chronic viral infection are both subject to 
persistent antigen exposure. In the case of chronic viral infection, 
functionally distinct CD8+ T cell subsets distinguishable by vari-
able expression levels of T-bet and Eomes have been previously 
identified.16 To determine whether CD8+ tumor-infiltrating lym-
phocytes (TILs) could be divided into distinct sub-populations 
based on Eomes and T-bet expression, we measured the expres-
sion of both transcription factors by intracellular staining and 
cytofluorimetric analysis of tumor-infiltrating CD8+ T cells from 
EG7 lymphoma-bearing mice.17 We observed a single population 
of CD8+ CD44hi TILs with elevated expression levels of both 
Eomes and T-bet relative to that observed in splenic memory 
(CD44hi) CD8+ T cells (Fig. 1A).

Eomes and T-bet are both associated with CD8+ effec-
tor T-cell activity and their expression in CD8+ T cells within 
growing tumors led us to examine whether these lymphocytes 
co-expressed inhibitory receptors associated with T-cell exhaus-
tion. We found increased expression levels of the T cell inhibitory 
receptor PD-1 on CD8+ CD44hi TILs relative to that of CD8+ 
CD44hi splenocytes (Fig. 1B). Furthermore, we consistently 

Figure  1. co-expression of eomes, T-bet, PD-1, lag3, 4-1BB, and 
OX40 by cD8+ cD44hi infiltrating lymphocytes in eg7 tumors. (A–C) 
cytofluorometric analysis of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (Tils) present 
in harvested eg7 tumors 21 d after tumor cell s.c. inoculation into the flank 
of c57Bl/6 host mice. Tumors were enzymatically dissociated to a single 
cell suspension and cells were stained with fluorophore-conjugated anti-
bodies against the indicated markers. Flow cytometry was performed by 
gating on cD8+ cells. (A) Dot plot showing the expression of T-bet and 
eomes in cD8+ cD44hi cells among Tils vs. splenic controls. (B) histograms 
of the expression of the indicated proteins in either cD8+ cD44lo or cD8+ 
cD44hi tumor or spleen control cells, as indicated. Data in (A) and (B) are 
representative of at least 3 independent experiments. (c) 5 × 104 OVa-
specific cD8+ T cells magnetically enriched from spleen preparations from 
cD45.1 OT-1 donor mice were adoptively transferred to each mouse by 
i.v. injection on the same day as eg7 flank tumor inoculation. Tils were 
harvested 21 d later and analyzed by flow cytometry, as above. Dot plots 
show expression of the indicated marker in cD45.1+ (donor derived) and 
cD45.1− (host derived) subsets of cD8+ cD44hi cells. Data are representa-
tive of three independent experiments. 4-1BB/TnFrsF9, tumor necrosis 
factor receptor superfamily member 9; eomes, eomesodermin; cTla4, 
cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen 4; lag3, lymphocyte-activation gene 3; 
PD-1, programmed cell death-1; T-bet/Tbx21, T-box 21.
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observed expression of an additional inhibitory 
receptor Lag3 on a proportion of CD8+CD44hi 
TILs, although cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen 
4 (CTLA-4), another negative regulator of T-cell 
responses, was not expressed. In contrast to the phe-
notypically distinct CD44high subset of CD8+ TILs, 
naïve (CD44lo) CD8+ TILs resembled naïve CD8+ T 
cells from the spleen (Fig. 1B).

Although we found that CD8+ CD44hi TILs in 
our system do express T cell inhibitory receptors, 
co-stimulation through members of the TNF recep-
tor superfamily, specifically 4-1BB, OX40 (Tnfrsf4), 
and CD40, could nevertheless, cause immunologic 
tumor regression as previously shown in mouse 
tumor models similar to EG7.18-20 In order to deter-
mine this immunotherapeutic potential in EG7 lym-
phomas, we examined the expression of these 3 TNF 
receptor superfamily members and found that 4-1BB 
and OX40 were expressed on CD8+ CD44hi TILs 
from EG7 tumors, whereas CD40 was not (Fig. 1B).

The distinct phenotype of CD8+ CD44hi TILs 
from EG7 tumors compared with those from spleno-
cytes suggests that the TIL population is not composed 
solely of non-specific memory CD8+ T cells residing 
in the tumor. We next sought to determine whether 
the observed robust T-bet and Eomes expressivity 
and surface marker expression profile (PD-1+Lag3+4-
1BB+OX40+) of the CD8+ CD44hi TILs matched 
that of tumor antigen-specific TILs. To measure the 
relative expression levels of these molecules in tumor-
antigen specific TILs vs. CD8+ CD44hi TILs, we 
adoptively transferred T cells from OT-1 donor mice 
transgenic for a T cell receptor recognizing chicken 
ovalbumin-derived peptide (OVA) expressed by EG7 
cells.21 Five × 104 CD8+ T cells from OT-1 mice, dis-
tinguishable by expression of the congenic marker 
CD45.1 as opposed to expression of CD45.2 by 
endogenous T cells, were intravenously injected into 
tumor recipient mice coincidently with flank tumor 
inoculation. Analysis of TILs derived from resulting 
EG7 tumors revealed similar patterns of expression 
of the T-bet and Eomes transcription factors as well 
as all inhibitory and co-stimulatory receptors evalu-
ated between OT-1 tumor-antigen specific TILs and 
endogenous CD8+ CD44hi TILs (Fig. 1C).

The data show that CD8+CD44hi TILs in EG7 
tumors are phenotypically distinct from memory 
CD8+ T cells while naïve CD8+ T cells in EG7 tumors 
resemble naïve CD8+ T cells in the spleen. CD8+ 
CD44hi TILs are marked by high expression of Eomes 
and T-bet and selective co-expression of inhibitory 
receptors and co-stimulatory receptors, a profile cor-
responding to that of tumor antigen-specific TILs. Taken together, 
our results suggest that although CD8+ CD44hi TILs express 
inhibitory receptors associated with T-cell exhaustion, they retain 
potential for activation through 4-1BB or OX40 ligation.

CD8+ CD44hi TIL expression of Lag3 is decreased in the 
absence of Eomes

Considering the pattern of expression of inhibitory and co-
stimulatory receptors occurring in conjunction with elevated 

Figure  2. Diminished lag3 expression on eomes-deficient cD8+ cD44hi Tils. (A–C) 
1 × 106 eg7 cells were subcutaneously injected into the flank of 6–12 wk old c57Bl/6 
wild-type (WT), Eomes KO (eKO), T-bet KO (TKO) or double KO (DKO) recipient mice. Data 
are representative of at least 3 independent experiments. (A) cytofluorometric analysis 
of immunofluorescence stained, dissociated tumor cells 21 d after tumor cell inocula-
tion. histograms of the expression level of the indicated marker in cD8+ cD44hi spleno-
cytes or eg7 tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (Tils). (B) growth curves for eg7 tumors in 
c57Bl/6 controls vs. eKO, TKO, and DKO mice. each point represents the mean ± seM of 
tumor measurements (n = 8 per group). statistical analyses were performed by student 
t test with no significant differences between WT and eKO, TKO, or DKO at any time 
point (P > 0.05). (C) Quantitation of cD8+ cD44hi Tils in eg7 tumors from mice in (B), 21 
d post tumor inoculation as determined by flow cytometry. Bars represent the mean ± 
seM of the log cD8+ cD44hi Tils per gram tumor (n = 8 per group). statistical analyses 
were performed by student t test with no significant differences found between WT 
and eKO, TKO, or DKO (P > 0.05). 4-1BB/ TnFrsF9, tumor necrosis factor receptor super-
family member 9; eomes, eomesodermin; KO, knockout; lag3, lymphocyte-activation 
gene 3; PD-1, programmed cell death-1; Tbet, T-bet/Tbx21, T-box 21;
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Eomes and T-bet in CD8+ CD44hi TILs, we next sought to 
determine whether the expression of these cell surface molecules 
was Eomes or T-bet dependent. We analyzed CD8+ CD44hi 
TILs from EG7 tumors in CD4-Cre Eomesf lox/f lox (Eomes KO), 
Tbx21−/− (T-bet KO), or CD4-Cre Eomesf lox/f lox Tbx21−/− (double 
KO) mice. As shown in Figure 2A, whereas the expression of 
PD-1, 4-1BB, and OX40 by CD8+CD44hi TILs was not sig-
nificantly altered by the lack of Eomes, T-bet, or both, Lag3 
levels were decreased specifically in CD8+ CD44hi TILs lacking 
Eomes.

In light of the scarce effect of Eomes and T-bet expression on 
the levels of CD8+ CD44hi TIL surface molecules, we next sought 
to determine the impact of Eomes and T-bet on EG7 tumor devel-
opment and the frequency of TILs. As shown in Figure 2B–C, 
the observed tumor growth rates as well as the number of CD8+ 
CD44hi TILs were similar irrespective of the presence of Eomes, 
T-bet, or both. These findings suggest that although Eomes and 
T-bet are both expressed at high levels in CD8+ CD44hi TILs, 
the initial anti-EG7 tumor response is not substantially altered in 
the absence of either or both transcription factors, despite dimin-
ished expression of Lag3 in the absence of Eomes.

4-1BB ligation leads to increased Eomes and diminished 
T-bet expression in CD8+ CD44hi TILs

Variable tumor regression has been observed following admin-
istration of an agonistic anti-4-1BB directed antibody (α4-1BB), 
such that treatment is efficacious only in certain tumor models. 
Beneficial responses have been observed to occur in tumor mod-
els resembling EG7, whereas in other systems α4-1BB treatment 
has been shown to be ineffective or efficacious only when given 
in combination with another form of immunotherapy.18,22,23 To 
determine the efficacy of α4-1BB in our model of thymic lym-
phoblastic malignancy, we injected EG7 tumor-bearing mice 
with α4-1BB or control rat IgG2A and measured tumor growth 
over time. We observed no significant difference between the 
2 groups in the first week after injection, however, subsequent 
stabilization of tumor size was observed in the α4-1BB group 
the following week (Fig. 3A). Tumors in the α4-1BB group typi-
cally remained stable in size for approximately one additional 
week prior to growth resumption. To determine whether the 
observed temporary arrest in tumor progression was associated 
with a change in T-box transcription factor levels, we analyzed 
CD8+ CD44hi TILs for expression of Eomes and T-bet 6 d after 
injection of α4-1BB. As shown in Figure 3B, Eomes expression 
in CD8+ CD44hi TILs, already elevated relative to the levels 
observed in memory CD8+ T cells, was further increased after 
α4-1BB administration. In contrast, T-bet expression was slightly 
diminished by the α4-1BB therapeutic regimen.

In CD4+ T cells, combined OX40 and 4-1BB co-stimulation 
has been previously shown to induce both Eomes and T-bet 
expression.24 More recently, another study demonstrated upreg-
ulation of Eomes in a KLRG1-expressing subset of B16 melanoma 
tumor-infiltrating T cells in response to immunotherapy with a 
tumor vaccine and a 4-1BB agonist antibody.12 KLRG1 is a cad-
herin receptor that has previously been shown to be associated 
with terminal differentiation and senescence in T cells and may 
also act as a T cell inhibitory receptor.25,26 To determine if there 
was a correlation between KLRG1 and Eomes in TILs respond-
ing to α4-1BB in our tumor model, we measured KLRG1 expres-
sion relative to Eomes and T-bet in CD8+ CD44hi TILs after 
α4-1BB administration in EG7 tumor-bearing mice (Fig. 3C). 
We observed high levels of KLRG1 expression in approximately 
half of the CD8+ CD44hi TILs and enriched among CD8+ 
CD44hi TILs in which Eomes was more abundant. The CD8+ 
CD44hi TILs that had diminished expression of T-bet, how-
ever, were almost uniformly KLRG1hi. Taken together, these 
results demonstrate that Eomes and T-bet expression in CD8+ 

Figure  3. enhanced eomes expression and diminished T-bet expres-
sion in cD8+ cD44hi Tils after in vivo administration of α4-1BB. (A–C) 
c57Bl/6 mice bearing eg7 tumors were administered 100 μg α4-1BB 
antibody or control rat igg on day 7 and day 10 after tumor cell inocu-
lation. (A) Tumor growth curves. each data point represents the mean 
± seM of tumor measurements (n = 8 per group). Data are from one of 
four independent experiments). statistical analyses were performed by 
student t test; *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01. (B–C) cytofluorometric analysis 
of immunofluorescence stained, dissociated tumor cells 13 d after tumor 
cell inoculation and 3 d after the second dose of α4-1BB antibody or 
igg control. Data are representative of three independent experiments.  
(B) histograms of the expression level of T-bet (Tbx21, T-box 21) and 
eomes (eomesodermin) in cD8+ cD44hi gated tumor-infiltrating lympho-
cytes (Tils) in eg7 tumors from α4-1BB (red line in B) or rat igg (blue line 
in B) treated animals. isotype control staining of cD8+ cD44hi gated Tils 
from igg-treated animal is shown for comparison (black dashed line in B). 
(C) Dot plot showing change in distribution of eomes, T-bet and Klrg1 
expression in cD8+ cD44hi Tils in response to the indicated treatment.
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CD44hi TILs is altered by α4-1BB immunotherapy in EG7 
tumor bearing mice. Considering the marked upregulation 
of Eomes expression observed in response to α4-1BB immu-
notherapy, we hypothesized that Eomes expression plays an 
important role in the delay in tumor progression elicited by this 
treatment regimen.

Eomes is required for α4-1BB-mediated EG7 tumor growth 
retardation

In order to determine whether Eomes expression in CD8+ 
CD44hi TILs is essential for the attenuation of EG7 tumor 
growth in response to 4-1BB stimulation, we treated tumor-
bearing mice from Eomes proficient or Eomes KO back-
grounds with α4-1BB therapeutic antibody and monitored 

changes in tumor size over time. Whereas in Eomes proficient 
mice in which we observed tumor growth arrest with the same 
kinetics as in our prior experiments, Eomes KO mouse tumors 
continued to grow at the same rate as those in rat IgG2a control 
treated tumor-bearing hosts from either background (Fig. 4A).

We next investigated whether Eomes is required for a dif-
ferent form of antitumor immunotherapy. We tested whether 
immunization against the ovalbumin epitope expressed by EG7 
tumor cells could alter tumor growth in Eomes KO mice. In 
sharp contrast to our findings with α4-1BB agonist antibody, 
immunization against ovalbumin co-administered with CpG 
oligodeoxynucleotide adjuvant slowed EG7 tumor growth in 
both Eomes proficient and Eomes deficient mice (Fig. 4B).

Figure 4. eomes is required for α4-1BB mediated delay in tumor progression. (A) c57Bl/6 (WT) or Eomes KO (eKO) mice bearing eg7 tumors were admin-
istered 100 μg α4-1BB or control rat igg on d7 and d10 after tumor cell inoculation. Tumor growth curves are shown, with each point representing the 
mean ± seM of the tumor area (n = 8 per group). Data are from one of three independent experiments. statistical analyses were performed by student 
t test; igg vs. α4-1BB in WT mice *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01 whereas in eKO mice no significant differences were detected between treatment groups.  
(B) Tumor growth curves for s.c. flank eg7 tumors in WT or eKO mice immunized by s.c. injection of phosphate-buffered saline (PBs) or cpg oligodeoxy-
nucleotide and ovalbumin (cPg-OVa) 14d prior to tumor inoculation and on the day of tumor cell inoculation. each point represents the mean ± seM 
of the tumor area (n = 4 per group). Data are from one of two independent experiments. statistical analyses were performed by student t test for dif-
ferences between PBs and cPg-OVa groups in WT mice (*P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01) or eKO mice (†P < 0.05 and ††P < 0.01). (C) cytofluorometric analysis of 
immunofluorescence stained, dissociated tumor cells for Klrg1, PD-1 and lag3 in cD8+ cD44hi gated Tils from eg7 tumors 13d after tumor inoculation 
and 3d after the second dose of α4-1BB antibody (red line) or rat igg (blue line) treatment in vivo. isotype control staining of cD8+ cD44hi gated Tils from 
igg-treated animal is shown for comparison (black dashed line). Data are representative of 3 independent experiments. (D) Quantitation of lung nodules 
from WT or eKO mice 14 d after i.v. injection of B16 cells followed by administration of 100 μg α4-1BB or control rat igg on d6 and d9 after B16 injection. 
Bars represent mean ± seM of lung nodule counts (n = 5 per group). Data are from 1 of 2 independent experiments. statistical analyses were performed 
by student t test; igg vs. α4-1BB groups *P < 0.05 in WT mice whereas no significant differences were detected between treatment groups in eKO mice. 
(E) Photo of representative lungs from each of the four groups from (D).
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Eomes deficient CD8+ CD44hi TILs harvested 3 d after the 
second dose of α4-1BB antibody, a time frame coincident with 
tumor growth retardation, showed no increase in KLRG1 expres-
sion in response to α4-1BB (Fig. 4C). Our earlier experiments 
showed that CD8+ CD44hi TILs from untreated EG7 tumors 
co-express at least 2 inhibitory receptors, PD-1 and Lag3, along 
with 4-1BB. Following α4-1BB immunotherapy, we observed 
diminished expression of both PD-1 and Lag3 in CD8+ CD44hi 
TILs from WT animals (Fig. 4C). However, PD-1 expression 
remained stable in CD8+ CD44hi TILs from tumor-bearing 
Eomes KO mice given α4-1BB treatment relative to those derived 
from the IgG control-treated hosts. The expression of Lag3, 
which was not elevated in Eomes KO CD8+ CD44hi TILs even 
in large, growing tumors, was similarly not altered after α4-1BB 
antibody injection.

To establish whether Eomes is necessary for α4-1BB-mediated 
immunotherapy in a less immunogenic tumor model of non-
lymphoid origin, we used B16 melanoma cells in an experimen-
tal lung metastasis model.27 Fourteen days after i.v. inoculation 
with B16 cells, α4-1BB antibody therapy resulted in a diminished 
number of B16 nodules occurring in the lungs of C57BL/6 mice 
whereas there was no effect on metastatic burden in Eomes KO 
mice (Fig. 4D–E). Taken together, our findings demonstrate 
that 4-1BB-agonist therapy can impair tumor growth through 
an Eomes-dependent mechanism and suggest that 4-1BB-agonist 
therapy has the potential to reverse inhibitory receptor expression 
in tumor-infiltrating CD8+ T cells.

CD8+ CD44hi TILs express high levels of Eomes, PD-1, 
and Lag3 during tumor progression following α4-1BB 
immunotherapy

We next analyzed TILs from EG7 tumors that had resumed 
growth after α4-1BB immunotherapy to determine whether 
the observed increase in Eomes expression and corresponding 
decrease in inhibitory receptor expression were lost. In fact, the 
elevated Eomes expression in CD8+ CD44hi TILs occurring after 
α4-1BB antibody administration persisted in TILs derived from 
tumors that had resumed growth post immunotherapy (Fig. 5). 

Furthermore, the Eomes expression pro-
file in CD8+ CD44hi TILs derived from 
α4-1BB antibody vs. control rat IgG2a 
treated animals appeared similar upon 
tumor progression (12 d after therapy 
and 22 d post tumor-inoculation) to 
that of CD8+ CD44hi TILs derived from 
growth inhibited tumors (3 d after ther-
apy and 13 d post tumor-inoculation).

In contrast to the increase in Eomes 
expression, the increased expression of 
KLRG1 and reduced expression of the 
inhibitory receptors, PD-1 and Lag3 
was not maintained in CD8+ CD44hi 
TILs analyzed from progressing EG7 
tumors in α4-1BB injected mice (Fig. 5). 
Twenty-two days after tumor inocula-
tion, KLRG1 expression remained higher 
in CD8+ CD44hi TILs from α4-1BB 

treated mice than in those from control rat IgG2a injected mice, 
but seemed diminished relative to 9 d prior. Although initially 
distinct, by 22 d after tumor inoculation (12 d after the second 
dose of α4-1BB antibody), the expression of PD-1 and Lag3 in 
CD8+ CD44hi TILs after α4-1BB administration were simi-
lar to those observed in TILs derived from control rat IgG2a 
treated animals (Fig. 5). These data demonstrate that the effects 
of α4-1BB immunotherapy on CD8+ CD44hi TIL expression 
of Eomes, KLRG1, and inhibitory receptors are not absolutely 
linked, and suggest that upregulation of Eomes in CD8+ CD44hi 
TILs is not sufficient to maintain effective antitumor immunity.

Discussion

We report here a co-expression of 4-1BB stimulatory and 
inhibitory receptors on the surface of CD8+ CD44hi TILs. We 
further demonstrate that α4-1BB agonist immunotherapy leads 
to an increase in Eomes expression and, that an Eomes-dependent 
delay in tumor progression correlates with a transient decrease in 
the expression of the inhibitory receptors PD-1 and Lag3. This 
study corroborates and extends recently published findings in a 
B16 melanoma tumor model system showing Eomes-dependent 
differentiation of highly active, tumor infiltrating KLRG1hi 
T cells after 4-1BB directed therapy.12 In this study, authors 
showed that α4-1BB-agonist antibody effects multiple cell types 
in vivo, including CD4+ T cells, macrophages and dendritic cells, 
such that it remains possible that some of the effects we observed 
in CD8+ T cells after α4-1BB administration are indirect mani-
festations of α4-1BB antibody via other immune cells. Since 
the use of α4-1BB agonist antibody as an anticancer immuno-
therapy was first proposed, it has been assayed in a number of 
different tumor model systems with variable results.3,28-30 Some 
of these models require co-administration of additional therapy 
along with α4-1BB antibody.12,31-34 In this study, in response to 
α4-1BB agonist treatment alone was observed in mice bearing 
EG7 tumors similar to its use in early clinical trials.1,3,29,30

Figure 5. analysis of eomes, PD-1 and lag3 expression in cD8+ cD44hi Tils from tumors progressing 
after α4-1BB immunotherapy. immunofluorescent staining and cytofluorometric analysis for expres-
sion of eomes, Klrg1, PD-1, or lag3 expression in cD8+ cD44hi gated tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes 
(Tils) derived from eg7 tumors during α4-1BB antibody mediated tumor stasis/regression (d13 post 
tumor inoculation and d3 after the second dose of α4-1BB or control rat igg) and upon resumption 
of tumor growth (d22 post tumor inoculation and d12 after the second dose of α4-1BB). all data are 
representative of at least three experiments.
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Attempts to identify the cellular targets of α4-1BB immu-
notherapy by selective cell depletion in vivo have consistently 
identified CD8+ T cells as essential to the therapeutic effect 
of α4-1BB.8,35-38 Depletion of NK cells has yielded inconsis-
tent results, with loss of α4-1BB antibody mediated antitumor 
effects observed in some studies in contrast to no effect in oth-
ers.8,28,36,38,39 CD4+ T cells appear to be unnecessary for α4-1BB 
mediated tumor immunity, with some evidence actually support-
ing superior activity when α4-1BB antibody is combined with 
a depleting anti-CD4 antibody.8,36-38 In a different approach, 
Lin et. al. examined the ability of α4-1BB to exert antitumor 
effects on the growth of EG7 tumors in contexts in which 4-1BB 
expression was restricted to specific immune cell populations.6 
Specifically, 4-1BB expression on αβ T cells was found to be nec-
essary and sufficient for tumor inhibitory responses to α4-1BB. 
Expression of 4-1BB restricted to tumor-specific CD8+ T cells 
transferred into a 4-1BB deficient host was also found to be suf-
ficient for α4-1BB mediated antitumor immunity.6 Therefore, 
these data suggest that our observations are due, at least in part, 
to the direct effects of α4-1BB-agonist antibody on CD8+ T cells.

It remains unclear whether there is a threshold of T-bet and/or 
Eomes expression in CD8+ TILs that is either necessary or suffi-
cient for long-lasting antitumor immunity. Prior work has shown 
relatively stable antitumor immune responses by tumor-vaccine 
stimulated CD8+ T cells lacking either T-bet or Eomes, although 
a deficiency in tumor infiltration has been demonstrated when 
T cells lack both transcription factors.40 In addition to the evinced 
induction of Eomes and KLRG1 co-expressing TILs in response 
to α4-1BB antibody, there is further evidence linking Eomes 
expression to T-cell anticancer activity. Induction of Eomes in 
CD4 T cells by co-stimulation with agonist antibodies directed 
against the co-stimulatory receptors, 4-1BB and OX-40 has been 
previously shown to be associated with antitumor activity in a 
melanoma model.24 The T cell inhibitory receptor, CTLA-4, has 
been shown to repress Eomes expression and antibody mediated 
blockade CTLA-4 has therapeutic activity in animal models and 
in cancer patients.41-43 While these data suggest that high Eomes 
expression in TILs is associated with tumor regression, Eomes 
alone is insufficient to ablate tumor development as our data 
show tumor progression despite continued expression of Eomes.

Our data do show a correlation between α4-1BB immunother-
apy and transient decreased expression of the inhibitory receptors 
PD-1 and Lag3 on TILs. Insights into the complex interactions 
between T cell co-stimulatory pathways and inhibitory receptor 
signaling are highly relevant to the design of approaches to combi-
natorial immunotherapy.44 Pre-clinical studies in which α4-1BB 
agonist therapy has been combined with PD-1 or PD-L1 block-
ade in mouse models of hepatocellular carcinoma and chronic 
viral infection have demonstrated potential synergy between the 
two approaches.45,46 Our observation of diminished expression of 
PD-1 and Lag3 soon after α4-1BB therapy and increased expres-
sion upon tumor progression suggests that the timing and dosing 
of 4-1BB agonist and PD-1 antagonist approaches may have a 
significant impact on antitumor efficacy. This view is supported 
by the observation of sensitivity to relative dosing of α4-1BB vs. 

αPD-L1 antibodies eliciting optimal CD8+ T-cell response to 
chronic viral infection.45

In addition to the temporary alteration of PD-1 and Lag3 
expression after α4-1BB antibody administration, our data sug-
gest a potential relationship between Eomes and Lag3 expres-
sion in CD8+ CD44hi TILs. Prior work has established a link 
between T-bet, which shares partial homology with Eomes, and 
the inhibitory receptor PD-1.47 In this case, T-bet has been shown 
to inhibit the expression of PD-1, whereas our data suggests that 
Eomes may positively regulate the expression of Lag3. However, 
the nature of the relationship between Eomes and Lag3 is con-
founded by the observation of increased Eomes expression and 
decreased Lag3 expression immediately after α4-1BB therapy. 
Nevertheless, the observation of high Eomes expression and high 
Lag3 expression on TILs upon tumor progression after α4-1BB 
therapy suggests that the earlier increase in Eomes expression and 
decrease in Lag3 expression may not be linked events.

In the setting of pathogen infection such as lymphocytic 
choriomeningitis virus (LCMV), control of chronic infection is 
dependent on the existence of 2 sub-populations of responding 
CD8+ T cells, a T-bethi Eomeslo and a Tbetlo Eomeshi popula-
tion.16 Loss of either population leads to a loss of viral control and 
increased viral burden. In our EG7 tumors, we initially observed 
a single population of CD8+ T cells with regard to high levels of 
T-bet and Eomes expression. Immediately after α4-1BB therapy 
and coincident with controlled tumor growth, we observed an 
Eomeshi population that had relatively low expression of T-bet, 
and an Eomeslo population that had relatively higher expression 
of T-bet. Upon progression of EG7 tumor growth after α4-1BB 
therapy, we observed a single population of CD8+ T cells with 
elevated expression of Eomes and co-expression of the inhibitory 
receptors PD-1 and Lag3. In the LCMV model, T-bet ablation 
in T cells during chronic infection leads to high levels of Eomes 
and PD-1 expression in virus-reactive T cells, a molecular phe-
notype correlating with failure to contain the virus. The Eomeshi 
CD8+ T cell population in the setting of uncontrolled chronic 
LCMV infection was found to be phenotypically and function-
ally exhausted, and it is possible that T cell exhaustion accounts 
for the eventual failure of α4-1BB therapy in our system as well. 
Multiple strategies for combating T cell exhaustion in cancer are 
under development and α4-1BB directed therapy may be most 
effective in combination with an approach designed to prevent 
T cell exhaustion.48-51

Re-expression of PD-1 and Lag3 in CD8+ CD44hi TILs with 
continued high levels of Eomes after α4-1BB immunotherapy 
demonstrates that Eomes expression is not sufficient to sup-
press the expression of inhibitory receptors. Although we did 
not observe downregulation of PD-1 in Eomes deficient TILs 
after α4-1BB therapy, the relationship between PD-1 expres-
sion and Eomes may be indirect in this setting. 4-1BB signal-
ing has been shown to increase the survival of CD8+ T cells 
through the upregulation of the pro-survival Bcl-2 family mem-
bers Bcl-2, Bfl-1 and Bcl-XL, and downregulation of the pro-
apoptotic family member Bim.10,11,52,53 Our observations would 
be in keeping with a scenario in which Eomes is necessary for a 
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subset of α4-1BB mediated effects, such as α4-1BB stimulated 
TIL survival, but does not directly influence PD-1 downregula-
tion. Overall our results are consistent with a model in which 
TILs can exist in a state poised between inhibition and reacti-
vation with simultaneous expression of multiple inhibitory and 
co-stimulatory receptors. 4-1BB-agonist immunotherapy leads to 
increased expression of the master transcription factor Eomes and 
decreased expression of inhibitory receptors, tipping the balance 
toward TIL reactivation.

Materials and Methods

Mice strains
Mice were bred, housed and utilized in accordance with 

the University of Maryland School of Medicine Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Guidelines. C57BL/6 mice, OT-1 mice, 
and CD45.1 mice on a C57BL/6 background were initially 
obtained from The Jackson Laboratory. OT-1 mice and CD45.1 
mice were crossed to obtain CD45.1 OT-1 mice. Tbx21−/− (T-bet 
KO) and CD4-Cre Eomesf lox/f lox (Eomes KO) mice on a C57BL/6 
background were a generous gift of Dr. Steven Reiner (Columbia 
University).14 Tbx21−/− mice and CD4-Cre Eomesflox/f lox mice 
were crossed to obtain Tbx21−/− CD4-Cre Eomesf lox/f lox (double 
KO) mice.

Antibodies
Fluorochrome-labeled antibodies to CD8, CD44, PD-1, 

Lag3, CTLA4, 4-1BB, CD40, OX40, KLRG1, CD45.1, T-bet, 
and Eomes were purchased from eBioscience. Anti-4-1BB anti-
body (rat IgG2A) utilized for in vivo applications has been pre-
viously described18 and was produced from hybridoma line 2A 
with permission from Dr. Lieping Chen (Yale University).

Cell staining and flow cytometry
Cells were stained with f luorochrome-labeled antibodies to 

cell surface molecules for 30 minutes at 4o C prior to fixation 
and permeabilization (FoxP3 / Transcription Factor Staining 
Buffer Set, eBiocience) and staining with fuorochrome-labeled 
antibodies to intracellular antigens.  1 × 106 events per sample 
were acquired on an Accuri C6 (BD Biosciences) f low cytom-
eter.  Gating based on CD8 and CD44 surface staining (simul-
taneous) and analysis was performed using FlowJo software 
(Treestar).

Cell lines
EG7 cells were purchased from ATCC and grown in RPMI 

1640 (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 
serum (FBS), 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin G, 
100 μg/mL streptomycin sulfate, 0.05 mM 2-mercaptoetha-
nol, and 0.4 mg/mL G418. B16 melanoma cells were also pur-
chased from ATCC and grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s 
medium (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% FBS, 
2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin G, and 100 μg/mL 
streptomycin sulfate.

Tumor transplantation models, immunotherapy and mon-
itoring of tumor growth

In the lymphoma model, 1 × 106 EG7 cells in 200 μL phos-
phate-buffered saline (PBS) were subcutaneously injected into 

f lank of 6–12 wk old C57BL/6, Eomes KO (EKO), T-bet KO 
(Tbx21−/−) mice or double KO recipient mice. Tumors were 
measured in both the vertical and horizontal dimensions using 
a caliper and the measurements were used to calculate tumor 
area at the indicated time points. In some experiments, EG7 
tumor-bearing wild-type C57BL/6, Eomes KO (EKO), T-bet 
KO (Tbx21−/−) mice or double KO were treated with i.p. admin-
istration of 100 μg α4-1BB or control rat IgG on day 7 and day 
10 after tumor inoculation. In the lung nodule model, 3 × 105 
B16 cells in 200 μL PBS were intravenously injected into 6–12 
wk old C57BL/6 mice. After 14 d mice were euthanized and 
lungs were harvested and fixed in Fekete’s solution prior to 
counting of surface tumor nodules.

Immunization
Ovalbumin (OVA) and unmethylated CpG oligodinucleo-

tide (CPG) were both purchased from Invivogen. Injected solu-
tion contained 1 mg/mL OVA and 0.5 mg/mL CPG in PBS. 
100 μL of this solution (vs. PBS control) was administered by 
s.c. injection 14 d prior to tumor inoculation and again on the 
day of tumor cell inoculation.

Tumor harvesting and preparation of tumor-infiltrating  
T cells

For analyses of TILs in the absence of immunotherapy (as in 
Figs. 1 and 2) tumors were harvested 21 d after inoculation. For 
analyses of TILs responding to antibody administration (as in 
Figs. 3 and 4) tumors were harvested 3 d after the final dose of 
agonistic anti-4-1BB antibody corresponding to 13 d after the 
initial tumor cell inoculation. For analysis of TILs responding 
to antibody administration vs. TILs from treatment-resistant 
tumors that resumed growth after antibody administration (as 
in Fig. 5) tumors were harvested 6 or 15 d after the first of 2 
doses of antibody (13 or 22 d after initial tumor inoculation), as 
indicated. Tumors were measured prior to sacrifice and excised 
tumors were weighed. Tumors were minced, digested with 
Collagenase Type 2 (Life Technologies) and DNAase (Roche), 
and homogenized to a single cell suspension.

Adoptive T cell transfer
Spleens were collected from CD45.1 OT-1 donor mice and 

CD8+ T cells were isolated magnetically using a CD8+ T cell 
isolation kit (Miltenyi). CD8+ T cells were resuspended in PBS 
at a concentration of 2.5 × 105 cells/ml. 200 μL of the cell sus-
pension was transferred to each recipient by i.v. injection.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed as indicated using the 

2-tailed Student t test. A P value of less than 0.05 was consid-
ered significant.
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